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About Ooey Gooey
Ooey Gooey Vanshop is a made-to-order,
sustainable clothing company. Our goal is to create earthfriendly clothes that are fun and designed for every body.
Environmental sustainability is at the heart of
Ooey Gooey, and it’s the driver behind our made-to-order
practices and our selection of sustainable fabrics.
Ooey Gooey wants to change the narrative of the
fashion industry by centering sustainable and inclusive
practices.
We’re still small, but with growth on the horizon
we want to be sure and share with the Ooey Gooey
community how we plan to continue to produce fun and
playful clothes that are environmentally-friendly.

Main Goals
Our sustainability reporting is driven largely
by the materiality standards set forth by the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB).
For Apparel, Accessories & Footwear
companies, SASB sets forth three primary
sustainability concerns:
1. Raw Materials Sourcing
2. Environmental Impacts in the Supply Chain
3. Management of Chemicals in Products

Raw Materials
Our fabrics are the foundation of
our sustainability efforts. No fabric is
perfect, but we strive to improve our
sustainable practices with each new
collection.
Currently, we use bamboo velour
and Repreve recycled polyester, both of
which we have worked to source from
ethical and sustainable suppliers.
We hope to offer more varied
fabric options as we continue to grow.

Bamboo Velour
Bamboo velour is the original, signature Ooey
Gooey fabric, and it was chosen for its numerous
sustainable attributes.
Our bamboo velour is produced in China, but
purchased through Nature’s Fabrics, a family-owned
small business in Pennsylvania.
Bamboo became our material of choice because
it grows fast and efficiently without the use of pesticides
and fertilizers. It requires little space and minimal water.
Bamboo also absorbs more CO2 than any other forest.
Additionally, Nature’s Fabrics practices closedloop production, meaning there is no chemical runoff in
streams or the air.

Repreve Recycled Polyester
Repreve Recycled Polyester is Ooey Gooey’s
latest fabric of choice.
These recycled fibers are made from postconsumer waste like plastic bottles. (Repreve diverts 13
plastic bottles per yard of fabric from oceans and landfills!)
Repreve fibers have OEKO-TEX Standard 100
Certification, meaning they are free from harmful
substances.
The production of Recycled Polyester emits
significantly fewer greenhouse gases than virgin polyester,
while conserving water and energy in the process.

Supply Chain
Remaining conscientious about the
environmental impact of our supply chain has been
a critical part of Ooey Gooey’s sustainability efforts.
Our made-to-order process allows us to
purchase fabric in precise quantities and reduce
overall waste.
We have worked to minimize the impact of
our packaging, and our main efforts have been
focused on choosing suppliers who are as
passionate about sustainability as we are.

Packaging
We have recently converted to more
sustainable packaging in order to better serve our
sustainability goals.
Currently, we are using compostable mailers
from The Better Packaging Co. that decompose
within a three-month period.
Additionally, we are planning an imminent
move to non-plastic tape and biodegradable tissue
paper.
We hope, in making these changes, to
reduce the impact and waste that our business
produces.

Nature’s Fabrics
Nature’s Fabrics is our source of bamboo
velour. We have worked to maintain an open line
of communication with them in order to ensure
maximum sustainability.
The bamboo velour produced by Nature’s
Fabrics is done so in a closed-loop system in
order to prevent environmental pollution.
Throughout our time together, Nature’s
Fabrics has been transparent about their
sustainability practices, and we hope to pass
that transparency on to our customers.
For more info on our bamboo velour, check
out this FAQ from our supplier, Nature’s Fabrics.

Pine Crest Fabrics
Pine Crest Fabrics is a Portland-based textile
company that prioritizes sustainability.
They work with eco-friendly mills that
emphasize consumer safety and sustainable
production processes. These include recycling
wastewater, using recycled materials, and utilizing
antibacterial and anti-allergenic finishes.
They also strive to make their in-house
practices eco-friendly. These include recycling fabric
scraps and cardboard, repurposing scrap paper, and
sourcing freight from companies using electric semitrucks.

Both our bamboo
velour and our Repreve
recycled polyester have
received OEKO-TEX
Standard 100 certification,
which indicates that they are
free from harmful
substances.
Our bamboo velour
is certified by the Organic
Crops Improvement
Association International as
a “wild crop” produced by an
“organic farm.”
Chemical
management is an integral
part of our material-selection
process.

Chemical Management

Microplastics
One concern we want to address has to do
with the shedding of microplastics that results from
washing synthetic fabrics in washing machines.
Our Repreve fabric does shed microplastics,
but it can be controlled by in-unit bags or washing
machine attachments.
While this is a definite concern, we hope that
by providing education on this issue and, in the future,
tools to combat this problem, we can continue to use
eco-friendly fabrics like these while actively working to
prevent the water issues that can result.

Goals for the Future
Here at Ooey Gooey we have all sorts of visions
for the future. Sustainability has been, and will remain, our
top priority.
Our goals for making Ooey Gooey more
sustainable range from small, detail-oriented goals, to
larger ones that might reimagine our business a few times
over.
We’re excited to see what things a small business
like ours can do, and we love being a part of the slow
fashion world.
Further collections with new fabrics, shifts in our
supply chain, and a focus on chemical management are
some of the ways we hope to become even more
sustainable.

Future Fabric
Improvements
Using new and more sustainable
fabrics is one of the main ways we see a more
sustainable future at Ooey Gooey.
With each new collection we hope to
improve our fabrics and make our products
more eco-friendly.
On the horizon we are hoping to
incorporate a hemp collection due to the
sustainable practices being used in hemp
production.
Additionally, we hope to incorporate
more sustainable thread into our in-house
production process.
Keep an eye on our social media to
see upcoming drops!

Improvements to
the Supply Chain
Another vision for increased
sustainability has to do with our supply
chain.
Right now, due to patent
constraints, our fabrics come from China.
Hopefully, in the future, we can shift
toward more local materials.
We also want to be more
involved in the fabric-making process as
we continue to grow.
Going forward we also hope to
increase the transparency of our supply
chain and work with our suppliers to
complete sustainability assessments.

Improving
Chemical
Management
Ooey Gooey’s commitment to
keeping our fabrics free from harmful
chemicals remains a top priority.
We hope to include more
third-party certifications regarding our
use of varying fabrics, and we plan to
develop a better understanding of the
environmental risks of our fabric
production.
These goals will help guide
our future fabric-selection process.

Final Thoughts and Future Visions
At Ooey Gooey Vanshop we want to create
clothes that are fun and playful, designed to fit all
bodies, and that honor the Earth.
Sustainability always has been, and always
will be, at the forefront of our mission.
Ooey Gooey will strive to be
increasingly environmentally-friendly, and we are
receptive to any advice or questions you may have
regarding our sustainability practices.
We love being a small business, but we are
excited to continue to grow and make products that
are aligned with our values and designed for every
body.

